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E> We show that a simple concurrent pruning mechanism over standard SLD 
derivation trees, called constructive negation by pruning, provides a com- 
plete operational semantics for normal constraint logic programs (CLP) 
w.r.t. Fitt ing-Kunen's three-valued logic semantics. The principle of con- 
current pruning is the only extra machinery needed to handle negation; in 
particular, there is no need for considering complex subgoals with explicit 
quantifiers outside the constraint part. 
The main result of the paper is the definition of a fixpoint semantics 
for normal CLP programs which is fully abstract for the observation of 
computed answer constraints. This allows to generalize the s-semantics ap- 
proach to normal CLP programs, and provides a fixpoint characterization 
of Kunen's semantics. The definition is based on a nonground continuous 
finitary version of Fitting's operator. 
We relate also these results to an important aspect of CLP programming 
practice: optimization. We investigate various forms of goal optimization 
within CLP languages, and provide both declarative and operational se- 
mantics for them via a translation to normal CLP programs. We show that 
constructive negation by pruning specializes for these classes of programs to 
a more efficient concurrent branch and bound like procedure. (~) Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 ,3 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Constraint logic programming and concurrent constraint programming are simple 
and powerful models of computation that have been implemented in several systems 
over the last decade, and have proved successful in a variety of applications ranging 
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from combinatorial optimization problems to complex system modeling [16]. Ex- 
tending these classes of languages with a negation operator is a major issue as it 
allows the user to express arbitrary logical combinations of relations. 
Negation in logic programming has been extensively studied due to the prob- 
lems of nonmonotonicity and nonrecursive numerability of the canonical model 
approach [1, 19]. On the theoretical side, these difficulties have been satisfacto- 
rily solved by Kunen [18] and Fitting [12] who proposed to define the declarative 
semantics of a program by the set of the three-valued logical consequences of its 
Clark's completion, and to construct fixpoint semantics in the semi-lattice of par- 
tial interpretations. On the implementation side, most constraint logic programming 
systems allow restricted forms of negation, but the operational mechanism based, 
for instance, on negation by failure is too weak w.r.t. Kunen's logical semantics, 
and the restriction to negative goals containing no variable does not fit well with 
constraint programming. Other ad hoe mechanisms are thus added in most CLP 
systems for dealing with, for instance, optimization predicates [28]. 
Constructive negation, as introduced by Chan [6, 7] for logic programs, and gen- 
eralized to CLP programs by Stuckey [26], provides an operational mechanism that 
is correct and complete w.r.t. Kunen's three-valued logical semantics of programs 
with negation. However, the schemes proposed by Chan and Stuckey are not easily 
amenable to a practical implementation as they necessitate dealing with explic- 
itly quantified complex subgoals, and computing the disjunctive normal form of a 
complex formula at each resolution step with a negative subgoal. The compilative 
version proposed by Bruscoli et al. [5], called intensional negation, performs all 
disjunctive normal form transformations once and for all at compile time, but still 
all quantifiers need be explicit at run time and derivation rules need be defined for 
complex goals. 
In this paper, we present a scheme for constructive negation based solely on 
a pruning mechanism over standard SLD derivation trees, without the need for 
considering explicitly quantified complex subgoals outside the constraint part. The 
formalism we develop is based on a simple frontier calculus. The resulting execution 
model is essentially equivalent to the one proposed independently by Drabent for 
normal logic programs [8]. We argue that this scheme is simple enough to lead to 
practical implementations a the principle of concurrent pruning is the only extra 
machinery needed to handle negation. 
The main result of the paper is the definition of a fixpoint semantics for nor- 
mal CLP programs which is fully abstract for the observation of computed answer 
constraints. The definition is based on a nonground continuous finitary version 
of Fitting's operator that is similar to (yet different from) the operators tudied 
in [3, 5], and [26]. This result allows to generalize the s-semantics approach [4] 
to normal CLP programs. It also provides a fixpoint characterization f Kunen's 
semantics. 
In the last section, we relate these results to an important aspect of CLP pro- 
gramming practice: optimization. We investigate various forms of goal optimization 
within CLP languages, and provide a declarative semantics for them via a trans- 
lation to normal CLP programs. We study these special classes of normal CLP 
programs, and derive from the general scheme of constructive negation by pruning 
a more efficient concurrent branch and bound like procedure that is proved correct 
and complete without any restriction on the degree of nesting of, and on the degree 
of recursion through, optimization predicates in the program. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  AND NOTATIONS 
We recall the basic concepts of constraint logic programming (CLP) as defined 
in [15], with some different emphasis due to our interest in negation. Concerning the 
declarative semantics of CLP programs, we focus on the logical semantics instead of 
the algebraic semantics which is highly undecidable; doing so, some conditions uch 
as solution compactness [15] become irrelevant. We also adopt the point of view 
of [13] and [20] that, for a programming language, the observation of computed 
answer constraints i a more natural choice of observable than the success et con- 
sidered in [15], and that the formal semantics of CLP programs hould characterize 
the set of computed answer constraints. We shall thus present formal semantics 
accordingly with sets of constrained atoms [4]. Before that, we fix notations and 
make precise the constraint languages and structures considered for CLP programs 
with negation. 
2.1. Constraint Languages with Negation 
The first-order language of constraints is defined on a countably infinite set of 
variables V and on a signature E composed of a set of predicate symbols containing 
true and =, and of sets of n-place function symbols for each arity n (constants are 
functions with arity 0). A primitive constraint is an atomic proposition of the form 
p(ta,...,tn): where p is a predicate symbol in E and the tis are E, V-terms. A 
constraint is a well-formed first-order E, V-formula. The set of free variables in an 
expression e is denoted by V(e). Sets of variables will be denoted by X, Y, . . . .  and 
we shall sometimes write e(X) if V(e) = X. For a constraint c, we shall use the 
notation 3c (resp. Yc) to represent the closed constraint 3X c (resp. VX c) where 
x = v (c ) .  
The intended interpretation of constraints i defined by fixing a E-structure A. 
An .A,-valuation for a E, V-expression is a mapping 0: V--~ A which extends by 
morphism to terms and primitive constraints. Logical connectives and quantifiers 
are interpreted as usual; a constraint e is A-solvable if[ A ~= ~c. 
It is not necessary for our purpose to suppose that .A is solution compact [15, 21], 
we suppose only that the constraints are decidable in A, so that A can be presented 
by a decidable first-order theory th(A), i.e., satisfying: 
1. (soundness) .A ~ th(A), 
2. (satisfaction completeness) either th(.A) ~ 3c or th(.A) ~ ~3c, for any con- 
straint c. 
As a constraint is any E, V-formula, these conditions are equivalent to saying 
that th(.A) is a complete first-order theory, and thus that all models of th(A) are el- 
ementary equivalent. For example, Clark's equational theory CET (augmented with 
the domain closure axiom DCA if the signature is finite) provides uch a complete 
decidable theory for the Herbrand universe with first-order equality constraints [17]. 
In practice, however, the language of constraints will often be a restricted class of 
E, V-fornmlas, assumed to be closed only by renaming, conjunction, and existential 
quantification, not by negation. Stuckey [26] calls such a restriction a language of 
admissible constraints, which intuitively represents the constraints the solver can 
deal with. A structure .A is then said to be admissible if the negation of an admissible 
constraint is equivalent to a disjunction of admissible constraints: 
A ~ VX(~3Yc(X,Y) ~ ~Z, dl(X, Z1) V. . .  V ~Zndn(X, Zn)). 
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume in this paper that the language of con- 
straints is closed by negation, but we shall indicate latter in Section 6 how our 
scheme can be easily modified to deal with admissible constraints only, when the 
structure .4 is admissible. 
2.2. CLP(A) Programs 
CLP(.A) programs are defined using an extra finite set of program predicate symbols 
II disjoint from constraint predicate symbols E. An atom has the form p( t l , . . . ,  tn) 
where p E I I  and the tis are E, V-terms. A literal is either an atom (positive literal) 
or a negated atom -,A (negative literal). 
A definite (resp. normal) CLP(.A) program is a finite set of clauses of the form 
A ~-- c IL I , .  • •, Ln where n >_ 0, A is an atom, called the head, c is a constraint, and 
L1,. . . ,  Ln are atoms (resp. literals). The local variables of a program clause is the 
set of free variables in the clause which do not occur in the head. A definite (resp. 
normal) goal is a formula c l L1,. .  •, Ln where L I , . . . ,  L~ are atoms (resp. literals). 
We will identify conjunction "," and multiset union; Greek letters a, ~ , . . . ,  will be 
used to denote multisets of literals, so that  a goal (resp. a clause) sometimes will 
be written c lc~ (resp. A ~-- c la  ). We shall denote by a+ (resp. c~-) the multiset 
of positive (resp. negative) literals in c~, and by [] the empty multiset. The set of 
goals is denoted by G. In the rest of this paper, we shall assume that  all atoms 
in programs and goals contain no constant, no function symbol, and no multiple 
occurrences of a same variable. Of course, this is not a restriction as any program 
or goal can be rewritten in such a standard form by introducing new variables and 
equality constraints with terms. For instance, the clause p(x + 1) ~-- p(x) will be 
written as p(y) ~-- y = x + 1 I p(x). 
Following the s-semantics approach of [5], the formal semantics of definite 
CLP(.A) programs will be defined by sets of constrained atoms. A constrained atom 
is a couple c lA where c is an A-solvable constraint such that  V(c) C V(A). The 
set of constrained atoms is denoted by/3. A constrained interpretation is a subset 
of B. The set of ground instances of a constrained atom over A is defined by 
[cIA]A = {Ae I 0: V -~ A, A ~ co}. 
We denote also by [I]A the set of ground instances of a constrained interpretation I .  
A ground atom A0 is true (resp. false) in I if A0 E [I]A (resp. A0 • [I]A)- 
Constraint entailment defines a natural preorder on constrained atoms, called 
the covering preorde~, c lA E d]A iff th(A) ~ c --* d. Note that  as th(A) is 
a complete theory, c[ A ___ d [ A is equivalent o [c I A].4 c_ [d[ A].4. The covering 
preorder extends to sets of constrained atoms in two ways: strong covering (used 
for strong completeness results), 
I E_ J iffYc]A E I 3d]A E J th(A) ~ c ---* d 
and finite covering, 
I E_ s J i2fVc I A c I 3{dl I A , . . . ,  d~ I A} c_ J th(A) ~ ~ --~ ~/d~. 
i=1  
The operational semantics of definite CLP(A) programs is based on a simple 
transit ion relation on definite goals, defined as the least relation satisfying the 
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following SLD derivation rule: 
SLD: cl a, p(X),a'  --+ c A ci [ a,a~,a' 
for each renamed clause p(X) ~- ci[ai defining p in P such that ,4 ~ 3(cA ci). We 
note ---~* the reflexive transitive closure of --+. A computed answer constraint (c.a.c.) 
for a definite goal c [ a is a constraint of the form 3Y d such that c] a --~* d [ [] 
and Y = V(d) \ V(c[ a). An and-compositionality Lemma (3.7) states that a c.a.c. 
n d for a composite goal c[A1,. . . ,  An is of the form d = cA/~=t  ci where the cis are 
c.a.c, for atomic goals true ] A~. Thus, the operational behavior of definite CLP(A) 
programs w.r.t, answer constraints is fully characterized by the following set of 
constrained atoms: 
O(P) = {3Yclp(X) e B: true I p(X) --+* cl [], Y = V(c) \ X}. 
Taking as logical semantics 
£(P) = {c I p(X) c B: P, th(A) ~ c --+ p(X)} 
we obtain the well-known soundness, O(P) C £(P), and completeness, / :(P) E l  
O(P),  results of SLD resolution for definite CLP(A) programs w.r.t, answer con- 
straints [13, 20]. 
The logical semantics of normal CLP(.A) programs is defined via the Clark's 
completion of the program. The Clark's completion of a CLP(.A) program P is the 
conjunction of th(¢4) with a formula P* obtained from P by putting in a conjunction 
the following formula: 
VX p(X) ~ ~/ 3Y~ c~ A a~ 
i=1  
for each predicate symbol p defined in P with a set of clauses {p(X) ~- c~ I ai}l<i<n E
P, where Y~ = V(c i la~)\X,  and the formula VX -~p(X) for the other predicate 
symbols which do not appear in any head in P. 
The completion of a normal program can be inconsistent, e.g., with the program 
P = {p ~ -~p}, P* = (p +-+ -~p); in that case, any constraint should be a correct 
answer constraint for any goal. In order to define a faithful logical semantics for 
normal programs, such contradictions must be localized in the program; the solution 
proposed by Kunen is to define the logical semantics as the set of three-valued 
logical consequences of P*, th(.4). The usual strong three-valued interpretations of
the connectives and quantifiers are assumed, except for the connective a +-+ b which 
is interpreted as t if a and b have the same truth value (f, t, or u) and f otherwise 
(i.e., Lukasiewicz's two-valued interpretation of ~-+). In the previous example, we 
can assign the undefined truth value to predicate p so that u +-+ -~u is true; more 
generally, Fitting [12] showed that any normal logic program has a three-valued 
model. 
The formal semantics of normal CLP(A) programs thus will be defined by partial 
interpretations. A partial constrained interpretation (partial interpretation for short 
here) is a couple of sets of constrained atoms, I = (I +, I - ) ,  satisfying the following 
consistency condition: [I+]A rl [I-].4 = 0. The set of partial interpretations forms a 
semi-lattice for set inclusion on true and false constrained atoms; we denote it by 
(5, C_3). It is not a lattice as the union of two partial interpretations may not be a 
partial interpretation due to the consistency condition. The preorder E extends to 
partial interpretation by I _E J iff I + E_ J+ and I -  _ J - .  And similarly for _E/. 
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The (Kunen's) logical semantics of a normal CLP(.4) program P is defined as 
the following partial interpretation: 
£(P) = (£+(P) ,E-(P))  where 
£+(P) = {clp(X ) ~ 13: P*, th(A) ~a c ~ p(X)}, 
£ - (P )  = {clp(X) ~ 13: P*, th(A) ~3 c ~ ~p(X)}. 
3. CONSTRUCTIVE  NEGATION BY  PRUNING 
3.1. Procedural Interpretation on SLD Derivation Forests 
Constructive negation by pruning can be presented informally as a simple pruning 
mechanism over standard SLD derivation trees. The idea to resolve a goal c I a, ~A 
where ~A is the selected literal is to develop concurrently two SLD derivation 
trees, one 91 for c I a, (~A) in which ~A is not selected, and one 92 for c] A (see 
Figure 1). 
Once a successful derivation is found in 92, say with answer constraint d, then 
91 is pruned by adding the constraint ~3Yd where Y = V(d) \ V(c I A) to the 
nodes in 91 where that constraint is satisfiable, and by removing the other nodes. 
This operation is called "pruning by success" (PBS). 
Once a successful derivation is found in 91, say with answer constraint e, we get 
a successful derivation for the main goal with answer constraint f = eA Ai=l ~3Y~d~ 
where Y/ = V(di) \ V(c [ A), for each frontier 1 {di [OQ}l<i<n in 92 such that f is 
satisfiable (the deeper the frontier, the more general the computed answer). This 
operation is called "success by pruning" (SBP). 
The main goal is finitely failed if 91 gets finitely failed after pruning (note the 
crucial role of the PBS rule in this respect). 
1A frontier in an SLD derivation tree is a finite set of nodes in the tree such that every derivation 
in the tree is either finitely failed or passes through exactly one node of the frontier. 
cla,-~A 
c [a,(-~A) c I A 
~ e  {dilal}l<i<,~ 
40, ^ h?=, -gY~d~l o 
F IGURE 1. Constructive negation by pruning SLD trees. 
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Example 3.1. The nesting of negation, and the importance of the PBS rule, can be 
illustrated by the following program: 
p (X) : -  X=0. 
p (X) : -  p(X). 
q (X) : -  not  p(X). 
with the goal 
? not q(X) 
X=0 
As the query contains no positive literal, the first derivation tree is initially 
trivial. A second derivation tree is developed for true I q(X); that tree contains one 
derivation to the goal true l~p(X); thus, a third derivation tree is developed for 
true lp(X ). As X = 0 is a success for p(X), the second tree can be pruned with 
X # 0 by using the PBS rule (note that the SBP rule does not apply here as any 
frontier in the third tree contains the goal true lp(X ) whose constraint cannot be 
negated). Then by negating the frontier in the second tree after pruning, and by 
applying the SBP rule, we get a successful derivation for the query with answer 
constraint X = O. 
t,-u~l(-.q(x)) t,,,~lq(X) 
~ B P  truel(~p(X)) 
I 
true[(~q(X)) X = O] m ~BS 
x ¢ ol(~p(x)) 
truclp(X) 
x -- ol n t~",,~lp(X) 
3.2. Operational Semantics 
3.2.1. Uniform Derivations. We shall first define the operational semantics of 
constructive negation by pruning with a simple calculus on frontiers of uniform 
SLD trees, i.e., SLD trees such that a tree for c[ a, a '  is a combination of a tree for 
c[ a and of a tree for c[ a'. 
The set of frontiers is the set 7~/(G) of finite sets of goals. The calculus is based 
on a binary operator: the cross product of frontiers, ×, and on a negation operator 
for frontiers w.r.t, a set of variables V, denoted -~vF, which associates to a frontier 
F the constraint representing the negation of the projection on V of the constraints 
in F. 
Definition 3.2. Given two frontiers F = {ci lai}i~i, F' = {dj I~/}jeJ,  let us define 
F × F' = {(ci Adjlai,/3j) li C I, j E J, A ~ 3(ci Adj)} 
x F = {c l  ~} x F = {(c /x  ~, I~) I  i E I, A ~ 3(c A ci)} 
~.F  = A - .3~ ~. wi, ere ~ = V(~.) \ V 
i E I  
8(F)  = {el [] e F IA  ~ 3e} 
$(F)  is the set of successes in F. c x F is called the pruning of F by constraint c, 
that operation will be used to formalize the "pruning by success" rule (PBS) of the 
previous ection. 
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One can easily check that (7):(g), U, O, x, {true I [~}) is a commutative semi-ring: 
x is associative and commutative, 
FxO=O,  
x distributes over U, 
furthermore, -~v0 = true, 
(=vF) x F : O, 
=v(F U F') = (--,vF) A (=vF ' ) ,  
- .v(F x F') = (=vF) V (=vF ' ) ,  
S(F x F') : S(F) x S(F'). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
Now, the relation <1 E G x Pf (g )  which associates a frontier to a goal, can be 
defined inductively as the least relation satisfying the axiom and rules shown in 
Figure 2. 
Note that this presentation of the operational semantics i not in the SOS format 
of Plotkin insofar as we do not specify a transition relation over states, correspond- 
ing to elementary execution steps, but directly its transitive closure representing 
the possible results of a computation. 2 Rule RES is the usual resolution rule for 
positive literals. Rule FRT expresses the formation of frontiers by cross products (a 
more standard operational semantics where frontiers are not formed by cross prod- 
ucts, but by elementary SLD resolution steps is studied in the next section). The 
last rule called "pruning" (PRN) is the new inference rule introduced for negative 
2It is, of course, possible to give an incremental  SOS presentat ion of our system, but  we did 
not find it elegant or useful for our purpose. Similar difficulties have been noted for the definition 
of SLDNF resolution (see [1]). An inductive definition of SLDNF resolution is given in [18]. 
TRIV: ela ~ {c[a : A ~ 3(c)} 
eAc l [o¢  1 <1 F 1 ... CACk[O~k <l rk  
RES: 
c lp (X)  F1 u ... u 
where {(p(X) ~-- cdai)}l<_i<k is the set of renamed apart clauses 
defining p(X) in P such that ,4 ~ 3(c A c~), and we assume 
(V(Fi) \ V(c A cdcq)) A X) ---- 0 in order to avoid variable clashes. 
FRT: clal '~ F1 cla 2 <I /7'2 
¢1 1, ~ El x F2 
where al  ¢ El, a2 ¢ [:] and in order to avoid variable clashes 
we assume V1 A V(a~) = 0, I/2 A V(a l )  = 0, 1/1 A V2 = $ 
where 1/'1 = V(F1) \ V(clal) and V~ = V(F~) \ Y(cla2 ). 
PRN: clA ~ F 
cl-~A ,~ c x {-,vSI-,A, - vFlO} 
where S C $(F )  and V = V(ciA). 
F IGURE 2. Induct ive  def in i t ion of  the  goa l - f ront ier  e la t ion  for un i fo rm der ivat ions .  
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literals. The two elements of the inferred frontier formalize the pruning by success 
rule (PBS) and the success by pruning rule (SBP) of the procedural interpretation, 
respectively. 3 Note that  the negation as failure rule is the restriction of the pruning 
rule to the case F = 0 (if c lA <10 then c l --A <1 {c I ~A, c I []} by eq. (4) and PRN).  
Definition 3.3. A computed answer constraint (c.a.c.) for a goal c I c~ is a constraint 
of the form 3Yd such that c la<1{d] [~}UF and Y = Y(d) \Y (c lc~ ). A goal 
c] c~ is finitely failed if c I c~ <1 0. 
Example 3@ Going back to Example 3.1, the answer constraint x = 0 for the goal 
true I ~q(x) can be obtained by the following proof tree: 
x = 01 [] <1 {x = 01 n} true I <1 {true I 
RES 
true I p( x ) <1 { x = 01,~, true ]p(x)} 
true I ~p(x) <1 {x ¢ 01 -~p(x)} 
true I q(x) <1 {x ¢ 01 ~p(x)} 
PRN 
RES 
PRN 
true I  q(x) < {true I x = 01D} 
By a simple inspection of the rules, we can easily state several lemmas on the 
goal-frontier elation <1. For some proofs, we shall use the principle of structural  
induction on proof trees for <1, that is, we shall show that  a property holds for <1 
simply by showing that it holds for the axiom TRIV,  and for the conclusion of the 
rules RES, FRT, and PRN assuming it holds for the premises of these rules. 
Lemma 3.5 ( Instantiation Lemma). I f  c I a <IF, then for any constraint d, there 
exists a frontier F I such that c A d I a <1 F ~ and F ~ = d × F. 
PROOF. The proof is by structural induction on a proof tree for c I c~ <1 F.  
TRIV:  We have F = {c I c~ : A ~ 3c}. By rule TRIV,  we have also c A d I a <1 F '  
with F '  = {eAd la  : A p 3(c A d)} = d x F.  
RES: We have a = p(X)  and F = [.JieI Fi where {p(X) +-- ci I a i}i~i is the set 
of renamed rules defining p(X)  in P such that A [= 3(eAci), and cAci I ai <1 Fi. 
By the induction hypothesis, we get c A ci A d l c~i <1 d x Fi. Let J C_ I be the 
subset of indices such that  c A ci A d is A-satisfiable; then by the RES rule, we 
get c A d ] p( X ) <1 F '  with F '  = U je  J d x Fj = d x Uis1 Fi = d x F. 
FRT: We have c~ = a l ,  c~2, c I c~1 <1 F1, c l ct2 <1 F2, and F = FI x F2. By induc- 
tion, we get c A d I C~l <1 d x F1 and e A d I c~2 <1 d x F2; hence, by rule FRT  and 
eq. (1), we have c A dlc~ <1d x F. 
PRN: We have c~ = -,A and F = c x {~vS[  ~A, ~vF"  I []} with c lA <IF", 
S C_ $ (F" ) ,  and V = V(c lA) .  
3The fact that in the procedural interpretation the SBP rule need be applied only to successful 
derivations in the main tree is justified at the end of this section (cf. Proposition 3.12). 
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By the induct ion hypothesis,  we get c A d I A <~ d x F ~, so by the PRN rule, 
we have c A d I - ,A <~ F '  with F '  = (c A d) × {-'v'  (d x S) I ~A, - 'v'  (d x F" )  I [] }, 
and V'  = V U V(d).  Now 
F '  = c x ( d x {~v,d  V --'v S I ~A, ~v ,d  V -,v F"  I rq}) by eq. (1) and (7), 
= c x {d A - .vS  I ~A, dA  ~vF"  I []}, 
= d x c x {~vXl~A, ~vF"l []}, 
=dx F. [] 
Lemma 3.6 (Lifting Lemma).  I f  c ] a <1 F, then there exists F '  such that true [ a <1 F '  
and F = c × F t. 
PROOF. By structura l  induction; similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5. [] 
Lemma 3.7 (And-composi t ional i ty  of uniform derivations), c[ al,c~2 <IF if and 
only if there exist F1 and F2 such that true ]a l  <1 F1, true [a2 <1F2, and F = 
c x Fl x F2. 
PROOF. 
The proof is by cases on the root rule of a proof tree for C la l ,a2  <J F .  
TRIV:  We have F = {c[a l ,a2  : .4 ~ ~c}. By rule TR IV ,  we can take 
F1 = {true I c~1} and F2 = {true la2}; thus, F = c x F1 x F2. 
RES: We have a l  = p(X)  and c~2 = o; by Lifting Lemma 3.6, we get 
true I p (X)  <~ F1 with F = c x F1, and by rule TRIV,  we can take F2 = 
{true I []} so that  F = c x F 1 X F 2. 
FRT:  By Lift ing Lemma 3.6, we immediate ly  get F = c x F1 x F2. 
PRN:  Same proof as for the RES ease. 
By Instant iat ion Lemma 3.5, we get c I a l  <~ c x F1 and c [ a2 <1 c x F2; hence, 
by rule FRT,  we have c[ a l ,  a2 <1 F with F = (c x F1) x (c x F2) = c x F1 x F2. 
[] 
Corollary 3.8 (Canonical  proof  trees)4 Any derivation admits a canonical proof tree 
in which in each application of the FRT  rule, a l  is a literal. 
PROOF. By tak ing the first l i teral of the goal for o~1 in Lemma 3.7, we can recursively 
bui ld a canonical proof  tree for any derivation. [] 
Corollary 3.9 (And-composi t ional i ty  of computed answer constraints) ,  d is a com- 
puted answer constraint for the goal c [ A1, . . •, Am, ~Am+ l,  • • . ,  -~An,  i f  and only 
if there exist computed answer constraints c l , . . . ,  an for the goals true lA1 , . . .  , 
n 
true [ Am, true I - 'Am+l , . . . ,  true I ~An, respectively, such that d = c A A i= l  ci is 
A-satisfiable. 
PROOF. By n appl icat ions of the lemma. [] 
4Canonical proof trees will be used only in the proof of Lemma 3.18. 
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Uniform derivations can thus be decomposed into elementary derivations, one 
for each literal in the query. That fundamental property does not hold for arbitrary 
SLD derivations, but we shall show in the next subsection that any finite SLD 
derivation can be extended to a uniform derivation (Theorem 3.19). 
Lemma 3.10 (Finite Failure Lemma). I f  c is a computed answer constraint for 
true I ~p(X) ,  then c lp(X ) <1 0. Conversely, if c lp (X  ) <1 O, then there exists a 
computed answer constraint d for true l - ,p (X  ) such that .d ~ c ~ d. 
PROOF. First let us suppose true I -~p(X) < F with d J [] c S (F ) ,  c = 3Yd,  Y = 
V(d) \ X .  Necessarily, the PRN rule is applied at the root of a proof tree for 
true [ ~p( X ) <1 F; hence, we have true [p(X) <1F' with F = true x {-~ x S [ -~p( X ) , 
-~xF'I[~ } and S C_ S(F') .  Thus, d = - ,xF '  = c. Hence, by Instantiation 
Lemma 3.5, we have c[p(X)  <1 c x F ' ,  and c x F '  = - ,xF '  x F '  = 0 by eq. (5). 
Conversely, let us suppose [p(X) <1 0. Then by applying the PRN rule, we get 
c]~p(X)  <1 c x {true I~p(X) ,  true ] []}; hence, c is a c.a.c, for c]~p(X) .  Therefore, 
by Corollary 3.9, there exists a c.a.c, d for true I~p(X) such that A D c --+ d. [] 
In view of these lemmas, the observation of finite failure on an atom is equivalent 
to the observation of a success on the negation of the atom (Lemma 3.10), and the 
computed answer constraints for a goal can be retrieved from the computed answer 
constraints for the unconstrained literals that appear in the goal (Lifting Lemma 3.6 
and Corollary 3.9). Therefore, we can define the operational semantics of the pro- 
gram as the set of computed answer constraints for unconstrained literals solely. 
Definition 3.11. O(P)  = (O+(P),  O- (P ) )  
o+(P) = {t ip(X)  ~ • :  c is a c.a.c for the goal true Ip(X)} 
O-(P)  = {c lp (X)  c B: c is a c.a.c, for the goal true I ~p(X)}. 
Note that in the procedural interpretation of the previous ection, the SBP rule 
need be applied only to the success nodes in the main tree, not to all nodes as in 
the PRN rule. This difference obviously does not affect successful derivations in the 
main tree, nor does it affect the negation of a frontier in that tree: 
Proposition 3.12 (Negation of frontiers obtained by the PRN rule). Let U, V be two 
sets of variables andS,  F be two frontiers s.t. S c_ F.  Then - ,u{~v S l a, ~v  F I I3 } 
= ~u{~vS l~}.  
PROOF. Let F = {ci l a i} ie i ,  and S = {cj I cej}jej where J c_ I. For all i E I, let 
Y~ = V(ci) \ V and Zi = (Y(c~) \ V)  \ U. We have 
= V A V 
j E J  iEI 
= V 3z9  ej 
j E J  
- ,u{~vS l~}.  [] 
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The successful derivations are thus the same in the procedural interpretation and 
in the <3 relation. This shows that the operational semantics and the procedural 
interpretation are indeed equivalent w.r.t, computed answer constraints. 
3.2.2. Nonuniform Derivations. Standard SLD trees are formed by elementary 
SLD derivation steps instead of cross products. Although not necessary for the rest 
of this paper, it is thus interesting to study the goal-frontier relation <m E G x Py (G) 
defined as the <1 relation, except hat the RES and FRT rules are replaced by the 
standard SLD resolution rule, and the PRN rule is generalized to conjunctive goals. 
The inductive definition of the <I<1 relation is given in Figure 3. 
Example 3.13. Let P = {p(x) ~ x = 0, p(x) ~-- x = 1, q(x,y) ~-- p(x),p(y)}. We 
have the following proof tree for the goal true lq(x , y): 
x = 1Ay=01FI<KI{x----  1Ay=01E]  } 
x= lAy= l ln<~{x=lAy= llrn } 
x=OIp(y)<~a{x=OIp(y)} X=IIp(y)<~{x= IAy=OIm,x= IAy= IlD} 
~ruelp(x),p(y)<m{x=OIp(y), x=lAy=O Irn x=lAy=11[: ]  } 
t rue lq (x ,y )<~{x=OIp(y ) ,  x--- i A y--- -Olm, x= i A y= l l m} 
Hence, c = (x ¢ 0 A (x ¢ 1 V (y ¢; 0 A y ¢ 1)) is now a computed answer 
constraint for the query true I ~q(x, y). On the other hand, we have 
true I q(x,y) < {x = 0lp(y), x = 1 I P(Y)}, or 
t rue lq (x ,y ) ,~{x=OAy=OI  r-l, x=0Ay=l l [~  , 
x= 1Ay=0l [ : ]  , x= lAy=l l [~  } 
but the answer constraint c for true l~q(x ,y) cannot be computed by a uniform 
derivation as p(y) cannot be developed in one branch and not in another as in a 
nonuniform derivation. 
TRIV: clc~ ~ {clc~ : ,4 ~ 3c} 
cAe l l~ ,a l ,  c~' <~ F1 ... cAck l~,ak ,  a' ~ Fk 
SLD: 
c[a,p(X),  ~' <~ F1 U ... U Fk 
where {(p(X) ,--- cilai)}l<,<_k is the set of renamed clauses 
defining p in P such that, M ~ 3(e A c~), 
and (V(Fi) \ V(c A cilm ai, ~')) n X ---- @. 
PRN: clA '~ F1 c[a,a ~ <~1 F2 
e l~, - ,A ,a '  ,~ c x {-,vSI-,A, - ,vFl l  m} x F2 
where S C_ S(Fx), V = V(clA) and (V(F~) \ V(c!c~, ~')) n V = 0. 
F IGURE 3. Inductive definition of the goal-frontier relation for nonuniform derivations. 
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Definition 3.1~. Let us define the operational semantics for nonuniform derivations 
as O(P) = ((9+(P),(9-(P)) where 
(9+(P) = {cIp(X) E B: c is a <t~-c.a.c. for the goal true ]p(X)} 
C@-(P) : {c[p(X) C B:  c is a <m-c.a.c. for the goal true [ ~p(X)}. 
Not surprisingly, one can easily check that uniform derivations can be simulated 
by nonuniform derivations: 
Proposition 3.15. If c I c~ <~ F, then c ] c~ <t~ F. 
PROOF.  By structural induction on a proof tree for c [ a <~ F .  [] 
Corollary 3.16. O(P) C (9(P). 
Of course, the previous example shows that the converse of that proposition 
does not hold, but we can show that any nonuniform derivation can be extended 
to a uniform derivation, and thus that computed answers obtained by nonuniform 
derivations are covered by computed answers obtained by uniform derivations. For 
this result, an extra technical lemma is needed on uniform derivations. 
Definition 3.17. Let V be a set of variables, and S, T be two sets of success goals. 
The (strong) covering preorder w.r.t. V is defined by S _Kv T i f f  for all c I [] ~ S 
there exists d] [] ~ T s.t. M ~ 3Yc --* 3Zd where Y = V(c) \V  and Z = V(d) \V.  
Lernma 3.18. Let c Ic~ be a goal and V = V(clc~). If c[a<aF and c[a<~F', then 
there exists F" such that c la <~ F" with S(F)  K v S(F") ,  S(F')  K v S(F") ,  
A ~ ~vF  ~ -~vF" and M ~ -~vF' ---+ -~vF". 
PROOF. The proof is by structural induction on the Cartesian product of canonical 
proof trees (cf. Proposition 3.8) for c I a <a F and c ] a <~ F' .  As the rules RES, FRT, 
and PRN are mutually exclusive, there are only five cases. 
TRIV- - .  We just have to take F"  = F' .  
- -TRIV.  We take F"  = F. 
RES-RES. Then a = p(X); let {p(X) ~-- ck l ak}keK be the set of clauses defin- 
ing p in P s.t. cAck is .A-satisfiable. We have F = UkeK Fk with cAck ] c~k <~ Fk 
for all k E K, and F '  = UkeK F~ with c A ck l ak <l F£ for all k E K. 
By the induction hypothesis, for all k E K there exists F£' such that 
c A ck I ak <1F£', S(Fk) Ev 8(F~'), N(F~) Ev S(F£'), .4 ~ ~vFk ~ ~vF£', 
and A b ~v F~ --~ ~v F£'. 
Hence, by the RES rule, we get c [p(X) <1F" with F"  = UkeK F~'. Fur- 
thermore, S(F)  = UkeK S(Fk) E_v $(F") ,  and similarly, $ (F ' )  _Ev $(F") .  
We also have ~vF : AkcK ~vFk and -~vF" = Ak~K ~vF~' by eq. (6); thus, 
A ~ ~vF  ~ ~vF" ,  and similarly, A ~ -~vF' ~ ~vF" .  
FRT-FRT. As the proof trees are canonical, we have c~ = L, a2, eIL<1F1, 
c1~2<F2, F = F1 x F2, cIL<~F (, cI~2<~F~, and F '  = F[ × F~. Now, 
let F"  -= F~' x F~+ where c [ L <l F~' and c I a2 <1 F~' are given by the induction 
hypothesis; by the FRT rule, we have c] a <~ F",  and we easily check that the 
rest of the induction hypothesis i satisfied. 
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PRN-PRN Here, a = ~A, F = c x {-,vSII-,A, ~vF1]Q} with c]A<~F~, 
S1 C 8(F1), and F'  = c× {-,vS2 I-,A, ~vF21 ~} with clA<~F2, $2 c $(V2). 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists F~' such that c I A <1 F~', S(F1) E v 
S(F~'), 8(F2) V-v S(F~'), A ~ ~vF1 --~ -,vF~', and ,4 ~ ~vF2 ~ -,vF~'. 
Now, let F"  = c × {~vS[~A,  ~vF{' I ~} where S = $(F~'). By the PRN 
rule, we have c I~A <~ V", furthermore, 8 (F" )  = {c A--vF{' [ [:]} _~v S(V); 
similarly, S(V') -v  $(V"). Finally, by Proposition 3.12, we have - ,vF = 
- cV  V~ I OeSl 3Y~s and ~vF"  = ~cV V~ ices 3Y~s where Y~ = V(s) \ V; thus, 
A ~ - ,vF --~ -,vF", and similarly, A ~ -,vF' -~ -,vV". D 
Theorem 3.19 (Extension to uniform derivations). Let G be a goal and V = V(G). 
If G<~ F, then there exists V' such that G <~ V', $(V) U_v $(F')  and .4 
=vF -~ ~vF'. 
PROOF. The proof is by structural induction on a proof tree for G <~ F. 
TRIV: We take F t = F. 
SLD: We have G = ~,p(X), a', F = (.Jkeg Fk where {p(X) ~-- Ck I o%}keg is the 
set of clauses defining p in P such that .4 ~ 3(cAck), and cAck I a, ~k, a' <~ Fk. 
By induction, for all k E K, there exists F£ such that cAck la, ak,a'<~F~, 
8(Fk) v- S(F£), and .4 ~ ~Fk --~ -,F£. 
By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.5, for all k E K, there exist F£' and F£" such that 
cAc~ I ~k <F~', cl ~,a '  < F~", and FL = F~' × V~". 
Hence, by the RES rule, we get 
Iv(X) < U v~'. 
kEK 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.18, there exists F" '  such that 
c l a, a '  < F" '  
and for all k e I4 S(F£'') E_v $(F" ' )  and A I=- -,vF£" ~ =vF'". Let F '  = 
(-JkeK F£ ~ x Fro; by the FRT rule, we get 
c I a, p (X) ,  a' < F'. 
Now, 
s(F) = U s(&) 
kEK 
k6K 
E~ U S(F;') × S(F£") by eq. (8) 
k6K 
E_v U s(F£') × s(F") 
k6K 
E v $(F ' )  by eq. (8). 
Furthermore, - vF = Akcg ~uFk by eq. (6); thus, 
.,4 I = ~vF  ~ A ~vF"k  V -,vF'"k by eq. (7) 
kcK  
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A ~ - ,vF  --~ A ~vF"k  V ~vF ' "  
kEK 
.4 I= ~vF  --* ~vF '  by eqs. (6) and (7). 
PRN: We haveG=cla  ,~A,a ' ,F=cx  {~vS I~A, ~vF l  ] O} x F2 with S _C 
S( F1), c ] A ~ F1, and c I a, a ' <~ F2. By induction, there exist F{ and F~ such 
that c I A <1F~, c I c~, a' <1F~, ,-q(F1) Ev S(F~), S(F2) E_v $(F~), A ~ ~vF~ ---* 
~v F{ , and A ~ ~v F'2 ---, ~v F.~ . Let F' = c x {~v S ( F{ ) I ~ A , --,v F£ I n } xF.~; 
by the PRN rule, we have G <~ F', and we easily check that $(F)  K_v S(F ' )  
and ,4 ~ ~vF ~ ~vF  ~ by Proposition 3.12. [] 
Corollary 3.20. (9(P) E_ O(P). 
4. FULLY  ABSTRACT F IXPOINT  SEMANTICS  
In this section, we define a continuous nonground variant of Fitting's operator for 
constraint logic programs. We show that the least fixed point of that operator is, in 
fact, equal to the operational semantics of constructive negation by pruning. Such 
a full abstraction result generalizes the s-semantics approach of [4] to normal CLP 
programs. We first recall the definition of Fitting's operator ~Ap. 
Given a 1I - E-algebra .4, the A-ground base Bx = [B]A is the set of ground 
instances of the base B of constrained atoms. A partial ground interpretation is a 
couple I = (I  + , I - )  such that I+ , I -  C 13 A and I + A I -  = 0. A ground atom A is 
true (resp. false) in I iff A • I + (resp. A • I - ) .  A constraint is true in I if it is 
true in A. A first-order E - II-formula ¢ is true in I ,  noted I ~3 ¢, if it is true 
under the usual strong three-valued interpretation of the logical symbols. The set 
of partial ground interpretations forms a semi-lattice for set inclusion on true and 
false atoms; we denote it by (G2-, C3) .  
Definition 4.1 [12, 18, 26]. Let P be a normal CLP(.A) program; the immediate 
consequence operator ~SAR: 62- --* 62- is defined by 
¢ :+( I )  = {A • 
and 
<PAR-(I) = {d • 
and 
BA I there exist a clause in P, p(X)  ~-- e I c~, 
a valuation 0 such that A = p(X)O and I ~3 (c A c~)0} 
t3A [ for any clause in P, p(X)  ~-- c t a, 
any valuation 0 such that A = p(X)O then I ~3 ~(c A a)O}. 
OAR is a monotonic operator in the semi-lattice of partial ground interpretations. 
It thus admits a least fixpoint which is the least three-valued .A-model of the pro- 
gram's completion [12]. It is not continuous however, so its power at ordinal w is 
generally not a fixpoint (cf. Example 4.3). 
In order to abstract from a given algebra .4 and to prove completeness results, 
Stuckey [26] defined a nonground version of Fitting's operator based on partial 
constrained interpretations. In his definition, the downward closure of constrained 
atoms by their instances prevents, however, a characterization of the operational 
behavior of the program w.r.t, answer constraints. Furthermore, the operator of 
Stuckey is not continuous either, so it does not provide CLP programs with a 
fixpoint semantics. 
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The idea of the operator Tp for obtaining a fully abstract fixpoint semantics 
is simply to take the finitary, hence continuous, nondownward closed constraint 
based version of Fitting's operator. So a constrained atom will be true (resp. false) 
in Tp (I) if the constraint in the constrained atom is a combination of constraints in 
a finite part of I which validates the body of a program clause for the atom (resp. 
invalidates the body of all program clauses for the atom). 
Definition 4.2. Let P be a CLP(A) program. Tp is an operator over 2 B x 2 B defined 
by Tp( I )= (T+( I ) ,Tp( I )}  where 
T + (I) = {c lp (X  ) E B: there exists a clause in P with local variables Y, 
p(X) *-- d[A1, . . . ,Am,~Am+I , . . . ,=A,~.  
there exist cx IA1 , ' " ,Cm ]Am EI+,em+l [Am+l , . . . , c~ [ An C I -  
such that c = 3Y d A )~ ci is .A-satisfiable~ 
) i=1 
(I) = I c I p(X)  c 13: for each clause defining p in P with local variables 
/ 
T~ 
% 
p(X)  ~- dk I Ak,1, . . . , Ak,mk, a +, a-~. 
there exist ek,1 [ Ak,1 . . . .  , ek,mk [ Ak,mk E I - ,  nk > rnk 
ek,,~+l I Ak,m~+l,..., ek,,~ IAk,,~ C I +, 
where for rnk + 1 < j <_ nk, ~Ak,j occurs in C~k, 
such that c = fk  VYk ~dk V ek,~ is A-satisfiable . 
i=1  
Note that in the definition of T +, for each literal in the body of a program 
clause defining p, exactly one constrained atom is taken in I. In the definition of 
Tp, if p is not defined in P, then we have c = true; otherwise, for each clause 
defining p, a finite number of constrained atoms are taken in I to invalidate the 
body of the clause. Note that for each positive literal in the body, at most one 
constrained atom is taken in I - ,  whereas for each negative literal, a finite number 
of constrained atoms can be taken in I +. This is crucial for the completeness w.r.t. 
the logical semantics. For instance, with the program P, 
q(x)  ~ x >_ o. 
q (X)  ~ x < o. 
we have Tp+(0) = {X > 01q(X), X < 01q(X)} and T~(Tp(O)) = {true IP}. If in 
the definition of T~ only one constrained atom was taken in I + for a negative literal 
in the clause, then p would not be false in the iteration of rip. Allowing to take 
similarly a finite number of constrained atoms in I -  for the same positive literal 
instead of at most one would not change the definition of T - ,  as we shall see that 
the finite powers of Tp are closed by disjunction on false atoms (Proposition 5.5). 
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Example ~.3. Let us consider an example over the Herbrand domain formed with 
a constant 0 and a unary function symbols s. Clark's equational theory CET  aug- 
mented with the domain closure axiom DCA is a complete theory for that  structure 
[21]; in particular, we have CET + DCA ~ (Vy x ¢ s(y)) ~-+ x = 0. The follow- 
ing program is a classical example that  shows that  Fitt ing's operator @pA is not 
continuous: 
p(~) ~- x = s(y) lp(y). 
q ,-- p( . ) .  
No atom is true in the powers of #P¢ and Tp. At ordinal w, all ground instances 
of p(x) are false both in @pA 1" co and [Tp 1" w], whereas the atom q becomes false in 
(DR A T co + 1 and stays undefined in [Tp "[ co + 1]: 
,~ ( ,~ t - ) -  (:r~, T ,~)- 
o o 
1 {p(0)} {x = 0 tp(x)} 
2 {p(0),p(s(0))} {z = Olp(x ) ,x  = 0vz  = s (0 ) Ip (x )}  
,.,, {p(s'(O) l i  > o} {~=ov..v~=s~(O)lp(X)li>_o} 
co + 1 {q} u {p(s~(O) li > 0} {x = 0 v - . -  v x = g(0) Ip (X) l i  >_ 0}. 
The definition of (I)Ap(I) based on valuations allows to infer that  q is false in 
(I)p A T co + 1, while the definition of Tp based on finite subsets of I does not. 
Proposition ~.~. Tp is an operator over partial interpretations. 
PROOF. We just have to prove that if I is a partial interpretation, then IT +( I ) ]  
n[Yp (1)] = ~. 
Let c Ip(X) E T+(I) and 0 be any valuation of the variables in X such that cO 
is true. There exists a clause in P, p(X) ~ d I A I , . . . ,  Am, ~Am+l,.. •, ~An, such 
that for all 1 < i < m, there exists c, I Ai E I +, for all m + 1 _< j _< n there exists 
cj [A3 E I -  such that  c 3Y(dA n As is true .4, let p a , = A~=I ci). cO in be valuation 
extending 0 to the variables in Y such that (d A A~=I c~)p is true. 
Let us suppose that  there exists e I p(X) E T~ (I) such that  e0 is true. Then for 
the previous clause defining p, there exists p <_ m and {el I A1,. . . ,  ep I Ap} C_ I - ,  
there exists {ep+l IBp+l , . . . ,eq  IBq} c_ I +, where for all p + 1 < j _< q Bj c 
q {Am+l,... ,AN}, such that e = VY(-~d V V j= l  e j )  is satisfied by 0. Hence, (~d V 
VJ'=l ej)p is true. 
Now, as dp is true, ejp must be true for some j E [1,q], with ej IAi E I -  for 
some i ~ [1,~] (or e j lA ,  e I + for some i ~ [ ,~+ 1,~]). Hence, we have c~ I A~ c I + 
(or ci ]Ai E I - )  with cip true, so we get a contradiction: c~ A cj is satisfied by p 
and we have c~ IA.i E I + and ey I A~ E I -  (or cilAi c I -  and ej [Ai E I+) ,  i.e., I 
is not a partial interpretation. [] 
Proposition 4.5. Tp is monotonic in the semi-lattice (I, C_3). 
PROOF. If I C 3 Or, then I + C_ J+  and I -  C J - ,  so it is straightforward to verify 
that  by definition of Tp, we have both T+(I) C_ T+(J) and Tp(I) C Tp( J ) ;  thus, 
Tp( I )  ca  Tp( J ) .  [] 
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Proposition ~.6. Tg is continuous in the semi-lattice (5[, C_3). 
PROOF. The result follows from the fact that an operator f over a powerset, mono- 
tonic w.r.t, set inclusion, is continuous if it is finitary, i.e., Vx, y x C f(y)  ~ 3y ~ C_ y 
finite s.t. x C f(y~). From its definition, Tp is clearly finitary. [] 
As Tp is continuous, we can take the least fixpoint of Tp as the fixpoint semantics 
of the program. We then show a strong equivalence theorem with the operational se- 
mantics which shows that the fixpoint semantics fully characterizes the operational 
behavior of normal CLP programs w.r.t, answer constraints. 
Definition 4.7 (Fixpoint semantics), j r (P)  = l fp(Tp ) = Tp Tav. 
Main Theorem 4.8 (Full abstraction for answer constraints computed by uniform 
derivations). O(P) = ~(P) .  
PROOF. 
Ca: We show more generally that if c] a <1 F where c~ 7~ Fn, then, let V = V(c [ a), 
1) if d[ [] E F,  then for each occurrence of an atom A~ in a, 1 < i < rn, there 
exists c~ [ Ai E .T(P) +, for each occurrence of a negative literal ~A O in c~, 
m+l  <_ j _<_ n, there exists cOlA ~ ~ j r (p ) - ,  such that  3Yd = cAA~=I ci 
where Y = V(d) \ V. 
2) if ~vF is A-satisfiable, then there exist occurrences of atoms in a; 
let A1 , . . . ,A ,~,  m _> 0, such that  for all 1 <_ i _< m, there exists 
ci [ Ai E jF-,  and there exists n _> m such that for all m + 1 _< j _< n, 
there exists cj ]Aj c ~+ where ~Aj is a negative literal in a, such that  
n 
"nvF  = ~C V V i= l  ci. 
Therefore, taking c l a = true l p(x) in 1), we get O(P) + c_ ~(p)+, and 
taking c lct = true I~p(x) in 1), we get O(P) -  c_ ~(p) - .  The proof is by 
structural induction on a proof tree for c I ct <1 F.  
TRIV:  
1) {d ID}{gF asF= {cla:A~=3c} andctT~ ~. 
2) We have F = {c] a : A ]= 3c} and ~vF = ~c. 
k RES: We have a = p(X) and F = Ui=l Fi where {p(X) ~-- ci[ ctiI~<i<k is 
the set of renamed apart clauses defining p(X)  in P with local variables 
Yi such that c A c i is A-satisfiable, and c A ci ] ai <1 Fi for all 1 < i < k. 
1) Let us suppose d id  E F;  then d im E Fi for some i. By the in- 
duction hypothesis applied to c A ci la i  <1Fi, we get that for each 
atom's occurrence Aj (resp. negative literal's occurrence ~Aj) in c~, 
1 _< j _< n, there exists ej I Aj E .P(P)+ (resp. ej I Aj E . r (P ) - )  such 
A An  that  3Zd=cAc i  /~j=le j  whereZ=V(d) \V(cAe i [a i ) .  
n Now, let e = ~Y~(c~ A Aj=I  ej); then by the definition of T +,  we 
get that  e lp(X ) E 5(P)+;  thus, 3Yd = 3Y~3Zd = cA e. 
k 
2) Let us suppose ~vF is A-satisfiable. As ~vF = Ai=l ~vFi  by 
eq. (6), ~vF~ is A-satisfiable for all 1 < i < k. Let V~ = V(c A c~ L at); 
k we have ~vF -- Ai=IVY~v,F~;  hence, for all 1 <_ i <_ k, ~u~Fi 
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is A-satisfiable as well. By applying the induction hypothesis to 
c A ci I cti <3 Fi, we get that  for all 1 < i < k, 
n i  
V -'y, Fi = -,c V ~ei V Cy 
j= l  
i i where n~ > 0 and for all 1 < j <_ hi, c} l A} • ~-  (resp. cj l Ay • 
5 L-+) where A} is an atom's occurrence in cti (resp. -~Aj is a literal in 
k n; i c~). Now, let d = A~=I vYi(~e~ v Vj=I cj); we get from the defini- 
k tion of Tp that  d lp(X  ) c .~(P)- .  Thus, -~vF = A~=I VY~v.,Fi = 
~cVd.  
FRT: We have ~ = c~1, c~2, c l c~1 <3 F1, c l c~2 <3 F2, and F = F1 x F2. Let 
V1 = V(c I c~l) and V2 = V(e I c~2). 
1) If d I [] C F ,  then there exist dl I [] E F1 and d2 I [] • F2 such that  
d=d lAd2.  Let Y= Y(d)\V(e[c~),  Y1 = Y(d l ) \V (e lc~l  ), and 
Y~. = V(d2) \ V(c I ~2). By the hypothesis on variable clashes in the 
FRT rule, we have ~]Ydl = ~Yldl and 3Yd2 -= 3Y2d2; therefore, 
3Yd = 3Yldl A 3Y2d2. Now, the induction hypothesis 1) applied to 
e I C~l <1/'1 and c l a2 <3 F2 immediately concludes the proof. 
2) By eq. (7), we have ~vF = ~vF1 V ~vF~. Furthermore, by the 
hypothesis on variable clashes in the FRT rule, we have ~v~ F~ = 
--vF~ and -~v~F2 = -~v F~; therefore, -~v F = -~v~ F~ v ~v~F.2. Now, 
the induction hypothesis 2) applied to e I a~ <3 F~ and c l c~2 <3 F2 
also immediately concludes the proof. 
PRN: We have c~ = -~p(X) and F = c x {~vSI-~p(X),  ~vF '  I []} with 
c I p(X) <3 F' and S C_ S(F'). 
1) If d = c A - ,vF'  is A-satisfiable, then ~vF ~ is A-satisfiable; hence, 
by the induction hypothesis 2) applied to e ]p(X) <3 F ' ,  we get that  
there exists c~ I p(X) • .~(P)-  such that  ~vF '  = ~e V c~. Thus, 
3Yd = c A (~c V C1) = e A Cl. 
2) Let us suppose that -,wFis A-satisfiable. Let S = {sl I [] , . - - ,  sm I []}; 
m Proposit ion 3.12 gives -~vF = -,cVV~=~ 3Y/si where Y~ = V(s i ) \V .  
Now, by the induction hypothesis 1) applied to c Ip(X)<3 F', we 
get that  there exists {c~lp(X) , . . . ,  cm ]p(X)} C 9v(P) + such that  
for all 1 < i < m, ~Y~si = ci. Thus, ~vF = -~eV~/~=~ci w th 
e~ lp(X) • .~(P)+. 
_D3: We prove by induction on n that O+(P) D_ Tp T n + and CO-(P) _D Tp T n-  
for all n _> 0. The base case n = 0 is trivial. Let us consider the induction step. 
Let e lp(X ) ~ ( re  T n) +. There exists a clause with local variables Y 
p(X) ~-- d iA l , . . . ,  Am, -~A,,~+I . . . .  , ~A,~ 
for all 1 < i  < mthereex is tsc~lA~ • (Tp $ n - l )  +, for a l lm+l  < j ~ n 
there exists cj I Aj c= (Tp ~[ n - 1)- such that e = =tYd A /~1 ei. 
By induction, we get that c~ is a computed answer to the goal true tA~ ibr 
all 1 < i < m and to the goal true t~A~ for all m + 1 < i < n. 
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n Hence, by Corollary 3.9, A~=I c~ is a computed answer to 
true ] A1, . . . , Am, ~Am+ I, . . . , ~A~. 
By the Instantiation Lemma 3.5, we get that c is a computed answer to 
the goal d[ A1 , . . . ,Am, -~Am+I , . . . , -~An;  hence, by the RES rule, we get 
t ip(x)  ~ o+(P). 
Let c lp (X  ) E (Tp T n ) - .  For any clause defining p in P, with local vari- 
ables Yk, 
p( X ) *- dk ] Ak,1, . . . , Ak,mk ,ak 
there exist ek,1 [Ak,1,...,ek,mk I Ak,mk C(Tp T n -  1)-,  ek,mk+ l I Ak ,mk+l , . " ,  
ek,nk[Ak,nk E (Tp T n - l )  +, where for all mk+ 1 < j <_ nk, ~Ak,j  is a 
nk  
negative literal in ak, such that ck = YYk(--~dk V Vi=l ek,i) is M-satisfiable, 
and c = Ak ck is ~4-satisfiable. 
By induction, we have that for all i < i < ink, ek,~ is a c.a.c, for the goal 
true l-~Ak#. As the PRN rule is necessarily applied at the root, we have 
true I Ak# <~ Fk,~ 
with ek,i = -'Y(Ak.~)Fk,i- 
Similarly, by induction, we have that for all mk+l <_ j <_ nk, ek,j is c.a.c. 
for the goal true I Ak,j. Hence, by the PRN rule, taking the singleton {ek,j I E]} 
as success et, we have 
true [ -~Ak,j <~ Fk,j 
with -~ek,j I~Ak,j  E Fk,j. By Proposition 3.12, we get "TV(Ak, j )Fk , j  : ek,j. 
nk  Let/3k = ak \ Uj=mk+l ~Ak,j; by Lemma 3.7 and rule TRIV, we have 
dk I Ak ,1 , . . . ,  Ak,mk ,-~Ak,mk +l,. .. ,- 'Ak,n~,flk <3 Fk 
where Fk = dk × ×n_klFk,i × {dk I/~k}. Note that by eq. (7), we have - ,xFk  = 
nk  VYk(~dk V V~=I ek,~) = ck. 
Now, by applying the RES rule, we get true I p(X) ~ F where F = [-JkeK Fk. 
By eq. (6), we have ~xF = Akck = c; hence, by the PRN rule, we get 
clp(X) e o- (P) .  [] 
Full abstraction does not hold for nonuniform derivations; however, the full ab- 
straction Theorem 4.8, together with Corollaries 3.16 and 3.20 show that nonuni- 
form derivations are nevertheless ound and complete w.r.t, the fixpoint semantics. 
Theorem 4.9 (Soundness and completeness of nonuniform derivations). O(P)  E_ 
.~(P) and ~(P)  c O(P) .  
5. THREE-VALUED LOGICAL SEMANTICS  
The main theorem of [17], extended to CLP programs in [26], characterizes the 
three-valued logical consequences of the Clark's completion with the finite powers 
of Fitt ing's operator ~Ap: 
Theorem 5.1 [17, 26]. Let P be a normal CLP(.A) program and ¢ be a II, E ,V -  
formula; then P*, th(.A) ~3 ~ iff ~b is true in ~Ap T n for some integer n. 
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In this section, we show that the finite powers of Tp coincide with those of 
Fitting's operator ~hAp as in [26], and thus, by the previous theorem, that the fixpoint 
and operational semantics are correct and complete w.r.t, the three-valued logical 
consequences of the program's completion. 
Proposition 5.2. If I is a finite partial interpretation, then Tp(I) is finite. 
PROOF. Obvious from the definition of Tp. [] 
Corollary 5. 3. For all n >_ O, Tp T n is finite. 
Definition 5.,~. A constrained interpretation I is closed by disjunction if, whenever 
c I p(X) E I, c ' lp(X ) E I; then there exists dip(X)  c I such that ,4 ~= (cVc') --~ d. 
Proposition 5.5. Let I be a partial constrained interpretation. If I -  is closed by 
disjunction, then so is Tp (I). 
PROOF. Let c I p(X), c' I p(X) E Tp (I). For any clause defining p in P, with local 
variable Yk, p(X) ~-- Aa3 , . . . ,  Ak,mk, ak, where mk _> 0, there exist {ek,T IAk,T}~eR 
! 
C I - ,  and {ek, r, I Ak,<}r,eR, C I - ,  where R and R' are subsets of {1, . . . , ink},  
there exist finite sets {ek,s IAk,s}~es C_ I + and {e~, s, I Ak,~,}s,es, C I + where 
R V~ S = 0, /~t N S ~ = 0 and for all j C S U S ~, ~Ak,j is a negative literal in ak, such 
that ck = VYk(~dk V VieRus ek,i), ctk = VYk(~dk V V jeR 'us '  etk,j) c : Ak  Ck, and 
c' = Ak c; are ,4-satisfiable (c = c' = true if p is not defined in P)}. 
Now, for any clause defining p in P, let 
{fk,l}~L : {ek,~}sES U {e;,~,}~,cs, U {ek,~}~R\R, 
where, as I is a partial interpretation closed by disjunction on false atoms, we can 
define gk,~ for all r E RNR t by choosing k,~ IAk,~ E I -  such that ,4 ~ ek,~ V e~,,. -o 
gk,r. 
Let fk = VYk(~dk V VIEL fk,t); we have ,4 ~ (ck V c~) --~ fk; hence, fk is `4- 
satisfiable. Let f = Ak fk; we have "4 ~ c V c ~ --* f ,  hence f is ,4-satisfiable. 
Therefore, by definition of Tp,  we conclude that f I p(X) E Tp (I) with ,4 ~ c V 
c' ~ f.  [] 
Corollary 5.6. For all n >>_ 0, Tp T n is closed by disjunction on false atoms. 
Corollary 5.7. 3z(P) (and O(P)) are closed by disjunction on false constrained 
atoms. 
Lemma 5.8. [Tp(I)]A = q)Ap([I]A) for all finite partial interpretation I closed by 
disjunction on false atoms. 
PROOF. We consider both inclusions on positive and negative parts separately. 
+:  Let c lp (X  ) E T+( I ) ,  and 0 be any A-valuation of X such that cO is true. 
From the definition of T +, there exists a clause in P with local variables Y, 
p(X) +-- d I A1 , . . . ,Am,~Am+I , . . . ,~An 
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such that  for all 1 < i < m there exists c~ I Ai c I +, for all m + 1 _< j < n 
there exists dj I Aj E I -  such that  c = 3Y(d A/~i ci A A3 dj) is A-satisfiable. 
Therefore, there exists an A-valuation p which extends 0 to an A-valuation of 
the variables in Y such that  (dAA~ c~AAj dj)p is true. Hence, dp is true, A~p c 
[I+]A for all i, 1 < i < m, and Ajp c [ I - ]A tbr all j ,  m+l  < j _< n. Hence, by 
definition of (GAp) +, we have p(X)O E G~p+([I]A) for all 0 such that  cO is true. 
c_-: Let c I p(X) c r F (I), and 0 be any A-valuation of X such that  cO is true. 
For any clause in P defining p, with local variable Yk, p(X) ~-- dk I Ak , l , . . . ,  
Ak,r~, ak, there exists { ek,1 I Ak,1, . . . , ek,m IAk,m } C_ I - ,  there exists 
{ek,m+l I Ak,m+l , . . - ,  Ck,n I Ak,n} C I +, where for all m + 1 <_ j <_ n, ~Ak,j is 
n a negative literal in ak, such that  ck = VYk(~dk V V~=I ek,~) is M-satisfiable, 
and c =/~k ck is A-satisfiable. 
Therefore, for any clause defining p in P,  and any A-valuation Pk extending 
0 to an A-valuation for the variables in Yk, we have either dkpk false, or ek,ipk 
true for some 1 < i < m, in which case A~pk C [ I -]A, or ekjpk true for some 
rn + 1 _< j _< n, in which case Ajpk ~ [/+]A- 
Hence, by definition of (GAp) - ,  we have p(X)O ~ G¢-([I]A) for all 0 such 
that  cO is true. 
_D+: Let p(X)O ~ G~p+([I]A). There exists a clause in P with local variables 
Y, p(X) ~ d iA l , . . . ,  Am, ~Am+~,...,-~An such that  dO is true, and for all 
1 < i < m, m + 1 < j <_ n, AiO ~ [1+].4 and AjO ~ [I-]A. 
Hence, for all 1 < i < m, m + 1 <_ j < n, there exist c4 I A~ ~ I ÷, djlAj 
I - ,  such that  ciO and djO are  true. 
is A-satisfiable (by 0), and from the 
_D-: Let p(X)O E GpA-([I].4). From the 
Hence, c = 3Y(d A Aic i  A A jd j )  
definition of Tp +, we get c lp(X ) c 
definition of GAp, for any clause in P 
defining p, with local variable Yk, p(X) ~-- dk [ak, and for any A-valuation Ok 
extending 0 to the variables in Yk, we have either dkOk false, or AOk C [I+]A 
for some negative literal ~A in ak, in which case there exists c I A E I + with 
cOk true, or A'Ok C [ I - ]A for some positive literal A'  in ak, in which case there 
exists c' I A'  E I -  with c'Ok true. 
Let us consider the classes of all constrained atoms taken in I -  and I + for 
all A-valuations extending 0 to the variables in Yk. By hypothesis, I is finite; 
thus, these classes are finite sets, say {ck,1 [ Ak,1,. . . ,  ck,n [ Ak,nk } C_ I + where 
~Ak,1 . . . .  ,-~Ak,nk are negative literals in ak, and {c~, 1 [A; ,1, . . .  , c~, n, [A~,n, } c_ 
I -  where A'  k,1," • •, Ak,n' are positive literals in ak. 
Let {Ak,nk+l, . . . ,Ak,mk} = {A~,~I1 < i < n'}. As I is closed by disjunc- 
tion on false atoms, there exists {Ck,n~+l I Ak,,~+l, - - -, Cmk I Ak,mk } C I -  such 
that for all c'k,i I A'k,~, 1 < i < n', there exists a j ,  nk + 1 _< j <_ mk such that  
A' = Ak,j and .4 ~ c' k,i  k, i  Ck , j  • 
nk Now, let ck = VYk(~dk V Vi=lCk,i). For all k, ckO is true; hence, c = Ack 
is A-satisfiable, and from the definition of Tfi, we get c lp(X ) C Tfl (I). [] 
Theorem 5.9. For all n > O, [Tp T n]A = GAp T n. 
PROOF. 
we have 
is finite 
By induction on n. The base case n = 0 is trivial. For the induction step, 
[Tp T n].4 = [Tp(Tp T n -  1)]A. By Corollaries 5.3 and 5.6, Tp r n -  1 
and closed by disjunction on false atoms; hence, we get, by Lemma 5.8, 
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[rp T n]A = ~Ap([Tp T n - 1]A). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we conclude 
[rpTn]A A A 1) ~Ap tn -  []  =~p( '~p t n -  = 
Corollary 5.10. For all n > O, q~Ap T n has a finite cover. 
Theorem 5.11 (Correctness and completeness of the fixpoint semantics w.r.t, the 
logical semantics), j r (P)  C_/:(p), £+(P)  F-$ j r+(p)  and E- (P )  E j r - (P ) .  
PROOF. Let c t A E ~-+(P); then c[ A E Tp T n + for some integer n, by Theorem 5.9 
for all A-valuation p s.t. A I= cp we have Ap E q~Ap T n +, so c --~ A is true in (I)Ap T n; 
hence, by Theorem 5.1, we get P*,th(A) ~3 c -~ A; thus, c[ A E £+(P). The proof 
that j r - (P )  C Z:-(P) is similar. 
Conversely, let c I p(X) c £+(P) ,  by Theorem 5.1, VX(c ---* p(X)) is true in @Ap 1. 
n for some n; thus, by Theorem 5.9, it is true in Tp T n for some n. Now, as Tp T 7t 
is finite (Corollary 5.3), there exists {dl Ip(X), . . .  ,dk Ip(X)} C_ Tp T n such that 
k £+(p) E f jr+(P). We prove similarly that £ - (P )  _EI j r - (P ) ,  A ~ c --* Vi=l di, so 
yet by Corollary 5.7, we get £ - (P )  _E j r - (P ) .  [] 
Corollary 5.12. jr(P) provides a fixpoint characteTization fKunen's logical seman- 
tics. 
PROOF. Given a (partial) constrained interpretation I, let us denote by T its closure 
by finite disjunction (c V d lA c T whenever c lA E -[ and d lA E -[) and by 
entailment (d lA E [ whenever c I g E I and A ~ d ~ c). We have £(P) = jr(p). 
Note alternatively that the least fixed point of the operator T~p(I) = Tp(I)  is 
equal to £(P) .  [] 
Theorem 5.13 (Correctness and completeness of the operational semantics w.r.t. 
the logical semantics). O(P) C_/2(P), Z;+(P) E_f O+(P), and £ - (P )  E O-(P) .  
Similarly, O(P) C C(P), C+(P) E_f d+(P), and L;-(P) E (~-(P) .  
PROOF. By Theorems 5.11 and 4.8 (resp. 4.9). [] 
6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORKS 
The constructive negation scheme of Chan [7] for logic programs, and Stuckey [26] 
for constraint logic programs, relies on a transition relation over explicitly quantified 
complex goals. The transition relation is defined by the usual SLD resolution rule 
for positive subgoals and by the following constructive negation rule CN for complex 
subgoals: 
CN: (c I ~, (~3Y~), ,~') --~ (c A ~j I ~, ~., el) 
for each j E J where Vj~j  cj A ~ is a disjunctive normal form of AkCK ~Zk(c  A 
dk A ilk) and where {c A dk l ak}kEK is a frontier in a SLDCN derivation tree for 
c i r .  
Not only the constraints, but also the goals in the frontier of an auxiliary deriva- 
tion tree are thus transformed into disjunctive normal form and reinjected in the 
resolvant at each resolution step with a negative subgoal. This makes the scheme 
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hardly amenable to a practical implementation for normal CLP programs in all 
generality. 
The eompilative version proposed by Bruscoli et al. [5], called intensional nega- 
tion, performs all disjunctive normal form transformations once and for all at 
compile time, but still all quantifiers need to be explicit at run time and derivation 
rules need to be defined for complex goals. The practical advantage of constructive 
negation by pruning is that it relies on standard SLD derivation trees for definite 
goals only. The only extra machinery to handle negation is a concurrent pruning 
mechanism over standard SLD derivation trees. It is remarkable that the exploita- 
tion of concurrency in the development of SLD derivation trees is sufficient o build 
a complete scheme for negation. This is the case also for the fail answers approach 
proposed recently by Drabent in [8] for normal logic programs, building on earlier 
work by Maluszyfiski and N/~slund [22]. Drabent's execution model is essentially 
equivalent o constructive negation by pruning with nonuniform derivatives; the 
success by pruning rule is a special case of the fail answer approach; we believe that 
both schemes define, in fact, the same set of computed answer substitutions in that 
case .  
If we look at the nesting of negation, we can see that the effect of doubly negating 
a goal is to collect in a single answer constraint all the successes found for the 
positive goal. Corollary 5.7 shows that the computed answer constraints for negative 
goals are closed by disjunction; thus, a simple way to obtain a strong completeness 
result w.r.t, the logical semantics [i.e., £(P)  E O(P) instead of Z:(P) E_/ O(P)] is 
to put double negations on positive goals. On the other hand, in the intensional 
negation scheme, double negations are eliminated by simplification. In this respect, 
our scheme is nearer to the one of Chan and Stuckey. 
The closure by disjunction property for negative literals can be seen also as 
a drawback as at some point in the execution all the current information on a 
negative literal needs to be handled by the constraint solver. A general solution 
to this problem is to exploit the tradeoff there is between the constraint solver 
and the nondeterministic derivation system. This is possible if the structure .d 
is admissible [26] (eft Section 2.1); in that case, the language of constraints need 
not even be closed by negation. Constructive negation by pruning can be adapted 
mainly by changing the definition of ~vF. The negation of the projection of the 
constraints in a frontier F = {c~ I c~, . . . ,  c~ I c~} over a set of variables V is then 
no longer a constraint, but a frontier defined as 
~v f = {dl,ll[~, . . . ,dl, l l  I []} x ... × {d7~,1 I[::],...,dn,l,, I[]} 
where A t = VV(~3Yic~(V, Y~) ~ 3Z~(d~,l V...  Vdi&)) for all 1 < i < n. This change 
amounts to replacing in the procedural interpretation the pruning by success rule 
by a check of satisfiability with at least one of the disjunets, and the success by 
pruning rule by the creation of a success for each satisfiable disjunet. 
Another possible drawback of constructive negation by pruning is that once a 
derivation tree is developed for a negative literal, it receives no more information 
from the resolution of the positive part of the goal. This is the price to pay for having 
a single derivation tree for a negative literal instead of duplicating resolution steps 
at all its occurrences. Many optimizations can nevertheless be imagined, such as 
sending back for pruning in the auxiliary tree the constraints which are entailed by 
the frontiers in the main tree. 
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On the theoretical side, constructive negation was proved correct and com- 
plete w.r.t. Kunen's logical semantics by Stuckey for consistent fair computation 
rules [26]. Similar results were obtained for intensional negation [5] and by 
Drabent [8]. None of these schemes, however, was provided with a fixpoint se- 
mantics. The full abstraction theorem given for constructive negation by pruning 
allows us to analyze and transform normal CLP(.A) programs by reasoning at the 
fixpoint semantics level of abstraction while preserving the program equivalence 
based on the observation of computed answer constraints. Note that a similar re- 
sult is conjectured in [3]. Note also that the full abstraction result has been obtained 
without fixing a resolution strategy; it holds w.r.t, the computation of all frontiers 
in uniform derivation trees. This left open the problem of giving a fully abstract 
fixpoint semantics under specific strategies, such as breadth-first [26]. 
7. VARIAT IONS ON A SCHEME FOR 
OPT IMIZAT ION PREDICATES 
Because of their importance in CLP programming practice, most constraint logic 
programming systems, such as CHIP, CLP(R), Prolog III, or Ilog Solver, include 
various constructs for searching not all solutions, but only the best solutions, i.e., 
optimal w.r.t, an objective function. The basic optimization procedure currently 
used in CLP systems is a variant of the branch-and-bound procedure, where con- 
straints are used to prune the search space [23, 28]. That procedure can be used 
to find optimal solutions of the top-level query w.r.t, an objective function, but 
it becomes unsound when applied to subgoals of the program. The extension of 
CLP languages with optimization predicates is an important issue to solve mul- 
ticriteria optimization problems and modelize multicomponent systems for which 
several optimization goals have to be combined in the query and/or the program. 
The problem is to reconcile the evaluation procedures for optimization goals with 
the declarative semantics of CLP, and its properties of compositionality. 
In this section, we relate several forms of optimization within CLP languages 
to special classes of CLP programs with negation, and we derive from the gen- 
eral scheme of constructive negation by pruning different execution models which 
are complete w.r.t, the Kunen's three-valued logical semantics of the program's 
completion. 
First, we define the constraint minimization problem that the constraint solver 
is assumed to solve, and the basic branch-and-bound procedure used for query 
optimization w.r.t, an objective function. 
7.1. Constraint Minimization 
We consider the case where the constraint solvers can treat minimization problems. 
A constraint minimization problem has the form 
minimize t
subject to c 
where t is a E, V-term and c is a constraint. Our most general assumption is that 
(A, <) is a partial order, and that the constraint minimization problem in .4 is 
decidable and is, in fact, expressible in the constraint language. More precisely, we 
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no longer assume that the language of constraints i closed by negation, but by the 
following more restricted optimization expressions: 
for any constraint c(Y) and any term f (Y),  the formula ~(3Yc(Y) A f (Y)  < 
f(X))  where X n Y = 0 is also a constraint of the language. 
In this way, the constraint minimization problem can be expressed by the con- 
straint c(X) A -~(3Yc(Y) A f (Y)  < f(X)). Note that an optimization expression 
is satisfiable if the set of values of f (Y)  under constraint c(Y) admits a lower 
bound, not necessarily a minimum. If that set admits a greatest lower bound, 
noted v = glbc(z)f(Y ) = glb{f(Y)p],4 ~ ep}, then one can easily check that 
the optimization expression is ,4-equivalent to the simple constraint v ~ f(X) ,  i.e., 
f (X )  <_ v if .4 is a total order. 
The execution models we describe in the following sections for goal optimization 
in CLP languages can be easily adapted to the general setting of partial orders; how- 
ever, for the sake of clarity, we shall present hese execution models in the simpler 
setting of total orders where constraints define closed sets so that constraint mini- 
mization problems are either unbounded or admit a minimum (not only a greatest 
lower bound). Under these assumptions, we shall note 
mint = min{tp ]"4 ~ ep} 
C 
the minimum value of term t under constraint c, if it exists; if it does not exist, 
then the term t is unbounded in c. 
A typical example of these assumptions i  provided by CLP(~) systems where 
the Simplex algorithm used for linear constraint satisfaction can be used as well 
to solve the linear constraint minimization problem [16]. For constraints over finite 
domains, constraint minimization in all generality involves enumeration. Note, how- 
ever, that the domains of the variables in Y can be used to bound the minimum 
value of f (Y).  Furthermore, for some fragments of the constraint language for 
which arc-consistency algorithms are complete, e.g., conjunctions of linear inequal- 
ities over two variables, and for some objective functions, e.g., monotone func- 
tions, the constraint minimization problem can be solved without enumeration 
[14, 29]. 
7.2. Query Optimization 
The optimization of a top-level query G(X) w.r.t, an objective function f (X )  can 
be achieved with a simple pruning mechanism on the derivation tree of the query 
[23, 28]. The main procedure is a variant of the branch-and-bound procedure, pic- 
tured in Figure 4. Once a successful derivation is found for the query G(X), say 
with answer constraint e, then the optimal value v of the objective function f is 
computed for that derivation, v = mine f (X) ,  and the tree is pruned by adding the 
constraint f (X)  < v. If v does not exist, it is a failure; otherwise, whenever the tree 
gets finite after pruning, the last computed cost v gives the optimal cost; then the 
(possibly infinite) set of successful derivations leading to optimal solutions can be 
enumerated by SLD resolution with the goal f (X)  = v I G(X). 
There are some problems, however, in using the branch-and-bound procedure 
recursively for optimization goals, noted minimize(G(X), f (X))  where G(X) is a 
goal and f (X )  is a term to be minimized (i.e., the objective function). The difficulty 
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a(x) 
v = min J (X)  
pruning 
f (X)  < v 
FIGURE 4. Query optimization by pruning. 
can be illustrated by the following nonlogical behavior well known in current CLP 
systems: 
p(X) :-  X>=0. 
q(X) : -  X>=l. 
? q(X), minimize(p(X),X).  
X=l 
? .minimize(p(X) ,X), q(X). 
fail 
The problem comes from the interaction between the constraints imposed on 
X by the optimization subgoal and those imposed on X by the other subgoals. 
Whether the later should or should not affect the optimization process is a choice 
of semantics for the optimization predicate; in the example, the operational be- 
havior corresponds to a different choice made according to the order of evalua- 
tion. One can thus define two kinds of optimization higher order predicates: global 
optimization predicates (cf. Definition 7.1), which define the optimal solutions to 
the goal passed as argument, and local optimization predicates (cf. Definition 7.6), 
which define the optimal solutions to the goal passed as argument relative to a 
set of protected variables. When the protected variables are further constrained 
by the context, the optimal solutions w.r.t, this space are retained, whereas in 
the global optimization approach, the globally optimal solutions are simply fil- 
tered by the added constraints. Under the global optimization semantics, the cor- 
rect answer in the example is fail, and X = 1 is a correct answer to the goal 
minimize((p(X), q( X ) ), Z ). 
In [9] and [24], it is shown that both kinds of optimization higher order predicates 
can be provided with a faithful logical semantics based on constructive negation. 
In the next section, we show how constructive negation by pruning specializes to 
a complete concurrent branch-and-bound like procedure for global optimization 
predicates. 
7. 3. Global Optimization Predicates 
Definition 7.1. Let (,4, <) be a total order. 
order predicate 
minimize(G(X), f ( X ) ) 
The (global) minimization higher 
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where G(X) is a goal and f (X) is a term is defined as an abbreviation for the 
formula 
G(X) A ~Y( f (Y )  < f(X) A G(Y)). 
A #CLP(A) program is a definite CLP(A) program which can contain mini- 
mization predicates in clause bodies. 
#CLP programs allow for the arbitrary composition of optimization subgoals 
in a program and for tile recursive definition of predicates through their optimal 
solutions. #CLP programs can be transformed into normal CLP programs with the 
standard transformation rules [19], i.e., by writing minimize(G(X), f (X) as 
G(X), ~gI(X) 
where gf is a new predicate symbol, and by adding the following clause to the 
program: 
gf(X) ~-- I(Y) < f(X) IG(Y). 
The transformation shows that #CLP programs can be executed, in principle, with 
a complete scheme for negation. We shall show here the completeness of a much 
simpler concurrent branch-and-bound like procedure. 
To resolve a goal of the form 
c I minimize(G(X), f(X)), c~ 
the idea is to develop two SLD derivation trees, one qdl for c lG(X), ~, and one 
@2 for e A f(Y) < f(X)[G(Y). Once a successful derivation is found in ~2, say 
with answer constraint d, then qJl is pruned by adding the constraint f (X) < v if 
v = mind f(Y) exists; false otherwise. Once a successful derivation is found in qYl, 
say with answer constraint e, then ~1 and qd2 are pruned by adding the constraint 
f (X) <_ w if w =min¢ f (X) exists; false otherwise. We get a successful derivation 
for the minimization goal when we get a successful derivation in ~IJl and ~2 is 
finitely failed. The minimization goal gets finitely failed if ~dl gets finitely failed 
after pruning. Figure 5 illustrates the mutual pruning mechanism. 
Note that in the previous case of query optimization, the context is empty, 
c = true, a = [3; hence, both SLD trees tI/1 and ~2 can be taken identical up 
to variable renaming. The mutual pruning mechanism of the optimization scheme 
can thus be simplified into a single pruning operation as described in the previous 
section. This is no longer possible if the goal contains a constraint or an atom 
outside the nfinimization predicate. 
Example 7.2. Consider the #CLP(T4) program 
p(X) :- x=o. 
p(X):- X>=i, p(X). 
and the goal X>=I I minimize(p(X) ,X). The first SLD tree for X>=l I p(X) is infinite. 
The second SLD tree for X>=i, Y<X I p (Y) contains a success with answer constraint 
Y --- O. The first tree is thus pruned with the constraint X < O; hence, it gets finitely 
failed, and the answer to tile minimization goal is no, in accordance with the logical 
semantics. 
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c lmin imize(  G{ X ), f ( X ) ), a 
~lc(x), ~ c A/(y) </ (x ) la (y )  
elD dla 
w = min , f (X )  v = miner (Y )  
F IGURE 5. Subgoal optimization by pruning. 
Note that  the optimization procedures described in [9] and [28] loop forever on 
this example. This shows the difficulty in defining a complete scheme for optimiza- 
tion w.r.t, logical failures, and w.r.t, successes as welt when minimization predicates 
are nested. 
Now, the completeness of that procedure can be proved by specializing the prin- 
ciple of constructive by pruning to optimization goals in #CLP programs. As the 
negative literals in the translation of a #CLP program all come from optimization 
predicates, we can equivalently replace the PRN rule by the following OPT  rule for 
p CLP programs: 
OPT:  c I G(X)  < Ft c, f (Y )  < f (X )  lG(g)  < f 2 
c I min(G(X) ,  f (X ) )  <l c × F1 x {~vS I min(G(X) ,  f (X ) ) ,  -,vF2 I []} 
where S C_ S(F2), V = V(c) U X and Y fq V = ~. 
It is easy to see that as the variables X and Y are related by the constraint 
f (Y )  < f (X )  solely, the negation of constraints involved in the OPT  rule amounts 
to a simple form of constraint minimization: 
Proposition 7.3 (Negation of constraints as constraint minimization). In the OPT 
rule for all dlc~ e F2, let Z = V(d) \ V, if v = mindf (Y )  exists, then .,4 
(c A -~3Z d) ~ (c A f (X )  < v); otherwise, c A ~3Z d is .A-unsatisfiable. 
PROOF.  As  Y C/ V = 0, we have Y C_ Z and d = c A f (Y )  < f (X )  A d'(Z). 
If v = mind f (Y )  exists, then we have v = mind,(Z) f (Y) ;  thus, .A ~ (c A -~3Zd) 
,---, (c A f (X )  <_ v). If mind(x,y,z) f (Y )  does not exist, then, under our assump- 
tions on the constraint language, f (Y )  is unbounded over d(X, ]I, Z); thus, for any 
value v, the constraint f (Y )  < v A dl(Z) is A-satisfiable; therefore, c A -73Zd is 
~4-unsatisfiable. [] 
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The OPT rule can thus be interpreted procedurally with both a pruning by 
success rule (PBS) that prunes the main tree with the constraint f (X )  <_ v where 
v is the optimal value of the objective function for a success in the auxiliary tree 
(prune with false if v does not exist), and with a success by pruning rule (SBP) 
that negates frontiers in the auxiliary tree once a successful derivation is found in 
the main tree. It is worth noting, however, that the computation of frontiers is not 
necessary in this context; the following proposition shows that the SBP rule can 
be replaced by a reversed pruning operation and by a check for finite failure in the 
auxiliary tree. 
Proposition 7.4. In the OPT rule, suppose d id  C $(F1), if w = mindf(X) exists 
and ( f (X)  < w) x F2 = O, then A I= (d A ~xF2) ~ (d A f (X)  < w); otherwise, 
d A -~xF2 is .A-unsatisfiable. 
PROOF. Remark first that due to the similarity of the goals in the premises of the 
OPT  rule, if f (X)  can take two values v < v ~ under constraint d, then f (Y)  can 
take value v under constraint e for some e lc~ c F2. 
If w = mindf (X)  exists and ( f (X)  < w) x F2 = 0, then for all e l~ e F2, 
A ~ e --~ f (Y)  > w; thus, .4 I= (dAf(X)  ~ w) --* (dA-~xF2). Furthermore, by (the 
contrapositive of) the previous remark, we have Jt ~ (dA~xF2) --* (dAf(X)  = w). 
Otherwise, either mind f (X)  does not exist, in which case by the previous remark 
d A-~xF2 is A-unsatisfiable, or ( f (X)  <_ w) x F2 ~ O, in which case there exists 
e [a  C F2 such that eAf(X)  < w is A satisfiable; thus, dA-~3Z e where Z = V(e) \X  
is Jt-unsatisfiable, and so is d A ~xF2. [] 
Note finally that given a successful derivation with constraint d in the main tree 
such that w = mind f (X)  exists, even if the auxiliary tree does not get finitely 
failed by pruning, both the main tree and the auxiliary tree can be pruned with the 
constraint f (X)  < w as we already know there will be a similar successful derivation 
in the auxiliary tree with f (Y)  = w. This provides evidence that the procedure 
given in the introduction of this section is a sound procedural interpretation of 
the principle of constructive negation by pruning. As the transformations preserve 
the equivalence with the general scheme, the completeness results of the previous 
sections continue to hold: 
Theorem 7.5. Let P be a #CLP program. The fixpoint semantics jz(p) is fully 
abstract w.r.t, the answer constraints computed by rules TRIV, RES, FRT, and 
OPT. The operational semantics based on rules TRIV, SLD, and OPT is sound 
and complete w.r.t, the logical semantics £(P). 
7.4. Local Optimization Predicates 
The optimization predicates defined in [9] or [24] are more general than those con- 
sidered in the previous section as they allow us to protect a set of variables in 
the goal subject to optimization. The effect is to localize the optimization to the 
remaining variables, and relativize the result to the set of protected variables. 
Definition 7. 6. The local minimization predicate 
minimize(G(X, Y), IX], f (X,  Y)) 
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where [X] is the set of protected variables is defined as an abbreviation for the 
formula 
G(X, Y) A -3Z( f (X ,  Z) < f (X,  Y) A G(X, Z)). 
The local maximization predicate is defined similarly. 
Example 7.7. Local optimization predicates can be used to express the min-max 
method of game theory with the following goal: 
max ±mize  (min imize  ( (move (X, Y ) ,  move (Y, Z) ) , IX, Y] , va l  (Z ) ) ,  IX] , va l  (Z) )  . 
Note that protected variables are necessary in this example to conform to the 
intended semantics. 
The previous execution model for optimization predicates i not correct for local 
optimization predicates. This is not surprising as it is easy to see that any normal 
logic program can be encoded as a CLP program with local optimization predicates 
in place of negations. Therefore, there is no hope to fundamentally improve a general 
scheme for negation in the context of local optimization predicates. 
Proposition 7.8. Any normal logic program is equivalent o a CLP program con- 
taining local optimization predicates in place of negative literals. 
PROOF. Given a normal logic program P and a normal goal G, let us consider the 
CLP goal G and the CLP program P over the Herbrand domain and the natural 
numbers (Presburger arithmetic) obtained by replacing each negative literal ~p(X) 
by 
maximize(q(X, y), IX], y) 
where q is a new predicate symbol and y a new variable, and by adding the clauses 
q(X,O). 
q(X, y) ~ p(X). 
One easily checks (by unfolding) that P*, CET ~3 maximize(q(X, y), [X],y) ~-* 
y = 0 A ~p(X); therefore, we get P* ~3 ~G iff P*,Af ~3 3G. [] 
The general principle of constructive negation by pruning can be used to interpret 
local optimization predicates, but now constraints need to be negated in addition 
to being minimized (see Figure 1). In its general form, the procedure based on 
constructive negation by pruning may be very inefficient; however, it can be sim- 
plified under some assumptions, and can be used as a reference frame to prove the 
correctness of other procedures. For instance, if the optimization goals are delayed 
until the protected variables get instantiated, then we can clearly rely on the proce- 
dure of the previous ection, thereby eliminating the need for negating constraints. 
This strategy is used in [24] with an incomplete scheme for global optimization 
predicates based on the basic branch-and-bound procedure, but if we replace it by 
the procedure of the previous section, then we get a completeness result for local 
optimization predicates under the assumption of nonfloundering. 
It is also possible to design an alternative bottom-up evaluation procedure based 
on the immediate consequence operator Tp. Here again, the direct implementation 
of the Tp operator is certainly very inefficient, but it can be optimized in many 
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ways, and can be a useful tool in some applications where at least a part of the 
optimization process hould be processed bottom-up. 
Note, finally, that constructive negation can be used as well to directly interpret 
preference predicates over solutions defined by CLP programs, that is, to evaluate 
goals of the form 
G(X) A ~Y(G(Y)  A better(~, X)). 
where better is a user-defined preference predicate. This form of optimization, called 
relational optimization, does not need to encode preferences by objective functions, 
it is discussed and illustrated by one application in [11]. 
8. CONCLUSION 
The principle of constructive negation by pruning (CNP) provides a correct and 
complete operational semantics for normal CLP programs w.r.t. Kunen's three- 
valued logical semantics. CNP is the first scheme to receive a fixpoint semantics 
which fully characterizes the operational behavior of normal CLP programs w.r.t. 
computed .answer constraints. This generalizes the s-semantics approach [4] to nor- 
mal CLP programs, and allows us to model finite failure for definite CLP programs. 
Furthermore, the fixpoint semantics i based on a continuous finitary version of Fit- 
ting's operator which is interesting to study in its own right. We have shown that 
it provides a fixpoint characterization of Kunen's semantics. 
Under this interpretation, the operational semantics of normal logic programs 
is similar to that of Drabent [8]. The operational semantics has been defined here 
with a frontier calculus which reflects the simplicity of the scheme: there are no 
complex subgoals with explicit quantifiers, no formula transformation at run-time 
or compile-time, only pruning over concurrent standard SLD derivation trees. It 
is remarkable that exploiting concurrency in the formation of standard SLD trees 
is sufficient to build a complete scheme for negation. This is an example of the 
potential power of concurrency in proof theory. We believe that CNP can lead to 
a practical scheme for handling negation in CLP systems. Of prime importance 
is the study of fair computation techniques, and of efficient constraint solvers for 
constraint systems with negation over finite and infinite trees, linear arithmetic, 
finite domains, order-sorted omains, etc. In the context of global optimization 
higher order predicates, we have shown that constraint minimization is the only 
required extension of the solvers, and that CNP specializes to a concurrent branch- 
and-bound like procedure, without fl'ontier computation in SLD trees. 
Ongoing work concerns, on the one hand, the natural extension of the class 
cc of concurrent constraint programming languages [25] with constructive nega- 
tion by pruning and optimization higher order agents [10], and on the other hand, 
the bottom-up abstract interpretation of normal CLP programs based on operator 
Tp [30]. 
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